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Preface 

The legacy of Galois was the beginning of Galois theory as well as group 
theory. From this common origin, the development of group theory took its 
own course, which led to great advances in the latter half of the 20th cen
tury. It was John Thompson who shaped finite group theory like no-one else, 
leading the way towards a major milestone of 20th century mathematics, the 
classification of finite simple groups. 

After the classification was announced around 1980, it was again J. Thomp
son who led the way in exploring its implications for Galois theory. The first 
question is whether all simple groups occur as Galois groups over the rationals 
(and related fields), and secondly, how can this be used to show that all finite 
groups occur (the 'Inverse Problem of Galois Theory'). What are the implica
tions for the stmcture and representations of the absolute Galois group of the 
rationals (and other fields)? Various other applications to algebra and number 
theory have been found, most prominently, to the theory of algebraic curves 
(e.g., the Guralnick-Thompson Conjecture on the Galois theory of covers of 
the Riemann sphere). 

All the above provided the general theme of the Year of Algebra at the Uni
versity of Florida (2002/2003): the beauty and power of group theory, and how 
it applies to problems of arithmetic via the basic principle of Galois. The re
cent award of the National Medal of Science to J. Thompson made this all the 
more fitting, and provided the final backdrop for the celebration of the 70th 
birthday of our revered colleague John Thompson. To celebrate this occasion 
with the mathematical community, we organized a conference at the University 
ofFlorida, Nov. 4-8,2002. 

The conference continued a major line of work about covers of the projec
tive line (and other curves), their fields of definition and parameter spaces, and 
associated questions about arithmetic fundamental groups. This is intimately 
tied up with the Inverse Problem of Galois Theory, and uses methods of alge
braic geometry, group theory and number theory. Here is a brief summary of 
some highlights in the area: 
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• The classification of finite simple groups is announced around 1980; 
Fried, Matzat, Thompson and others begin to explore applications to 
the Inverse Galois Problem. 

• Thompson (1984) realizes the monster, the largest sporadic simple group, 
as a Galois group over the rationals. All other sporadic simple groups 
follow, with one exception (M23). More generally, Malle, Matzat, Fried, 
Thompson, Voelklein and others construct covers of the projective line 
defined over the rationals, by using rigidity, Hurwitz spaces and the braid 
group, in order to realize simple (and related) groups as Galois groups 
over the rationals. One is still far from realizing all simple groups. 

• Harbater and Raynaud win the Cole Prize in 1995 for solving Abhyankar's 
Conjecture on unramified covers of affine curves in positive characteris
tic. 

• The Guralnick-Thompson Conjecture on monodromy groups of genus 
zero covers of the projective line: Proof completed by Frohard and Ma-
gaard in 1999, building on work of Aschbacher, Guralnick, Liebeck, 
Thompson and other group-theoretists. 

• The MSRI semester 'Galois groups and fundamental groups', fall '99, 
organized by Fried, Harbater, Ihara, Thompson and others, defines the 
area, its methods, goals and open problems. 

Here is a brief description of the contents of this volume. It is a recent 
trend to tie the previous theory of curve coverings (mostly of the Riemann 
sphere) and Hurwitz spaces (moduli spaces for such covers) with the theory 
of algebraic curves and their moduli spaces ^g. A general survey of this is 
given in the article by Voelklein. Further exemplifications come in the articles 
of Guralnick on automorphisms of modular curves in positive characteristic, of 
Zarhin on the Galois module structure of the 2-division points of hyperelliptic 
curves and of Krishnamoorthy, Shaska and Voelklein on invariants of genus 2 
curves. 

Abhyankar continues his work on explicit classes of polynomials in charac
teristic p> 0 whose Galois groups comprise entire families of Lie type groups 
in characteristic p. In his article, he proves a characterization of symplectic 
groups required for the identification of the Galois group of certain polynomi
als. 

The more abstract aspects come into play when considering the totality of 
Galois extensions of a given field. This leads to the study of absolute Galois 
groups and (profinite) fundamental groups. Haran and Jarden present a result 
on the problem of finding a group-theoretic characterization of absolute Galois 
groups. In a similar spirit, Boston studies infinite /^-extensions of number fields 
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unramified at p and makes a conjecture about a group-theoretic characteriza
tion of their Galois groups. He notes connections with the Fontaine-Mazur 
conjecture, knot theory and quantum field theory. Nakamura continues his 
work on relationships between the absolute Galois group of the rationals and 
the Grothendieck-Teichmuller group. 

Finally, Fried takes us on a tour of places where classical topics like modular 
curves and y-line covers connect to the genus zero problem which was the 
starting point of the Guralnick-Thompson conjecture. 

HELMUT VOELKLEIN 
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Abstract Let fe be a nondegenerate symplectic form on a vector space V over a finite field. 
It is well-known that every intermediate group between Sp{V,b) and TSp{V,b) 
(i.e. the isometry and the semisimilarity groups ofb, respectively) is Rank 3 in its 
action on the projective space «^(V). We prove that this property characterizes 
such subgroups of rSp{V,b) when the dimension of V is greater than 2. 

1. Introduction 
In this paper, we will prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 1.1. Let G < TL{V) be transitive Rank 3 on ^{y) with subdegrees 
1 > ̂  + ^^ H ^ ̂ ~^, ^ " ^ where V is an n-dimensional vector space over the 

field k = GF{q) with n = 2m>4, and ^{V) is the set of all I-spaces in V. 
Then there exists a symplectic form bonV such that either Sp{V,b) <G or 
Ae^G< Sp{V,b) « 56 with {n,q) = (4,2). 

By Lemma (5.5), which we will prove in Section 5, if there exists a subgroup 
G of rL(y) that satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem (1.1), then we can define 
a symplectic form b onV such that G < rSp{V^b). Therefore, Theorem (1.1) 
can be restated as follows: 

mailto:ram@cs.purdue.edu
http://inglisOdpmms.cam.ac.uk
mailto:uyalcin@math.purdue.edu
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Symplectic Rank Three Theorem (1.2). Let G < THy^b) be transitive Rank 
3 on ^{y)y where b is a nondegenerate symplectic form on an n-dimensional 
vector space V over k = GF{q) with n = 2m>4. Then either Sp{V^b)<G or 
Ae^G< Spiy.b) « S^ with {n,q) = (4,2). 

The quest for the Rank 3 subgroups of symplectic groups was started by 
the 1965 paper [HMc] of Higman-McLaughlin. In that paper they proved for 
4 < n < 8 and q odd that the only Rank 3 subgroup of Sp{V^b) was Sp(y,^) 
itself. In his 1972 paper [Per], Perin extended this result to any n > 4 and q>2. 
Then, in their 1979 paper [CKa], Cameron and Kantor claimed the above stated 
Theorem (1.2), but their proof is very difficult to understand. Here our goal is 
to give a transparent proof for this theorem by using methods similar to the 
ones used by Abhyankar and Inglis in [AIn] to prove that any subgroup G of 
GSp(y,fe) satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem (1.2) has to contain Sp{V,b) 
except when A^^G < Sp{V,b) « 56 with {n,q) = (4,2); for a correction to 
[AIn] see Remark (6.8) at the end of section 6. 

In the first four sections, some introductory material about symplectic groups, 
orbits, orbitals and antiflags is given. Section 5 sketches the action of the sym
plectic groups on ^{V) and on the lines in ^{V). In Section 6, we will de
scribe the structures of the normalizers of some Sylow subgroups of TSp{V, b), 
which will be used in Section 7 for the proof of Theorem (1.2). 

Now, let y be a vector space of dimension n over a field k. A bivariate form 
on y is a map b:V xV ^^k. A bilinear form on V is a bivariate form b which 
is linear with respect to both terms; i.e. b{'^v) -^ k and Z?(M, •) —̂  A: are linear 
transformations for all M, v G V. A bivariate form is 

symmetric if b{u, v) = b{v, u) for all u,v £V 
anti-symmetric if b{u,v) = —fc(v,u) for allu^v eV 

alternating if b{u^u) = Ofor all UEV. 

An alternating bilinear form is called a symplectic form. It is easy to see that 
a symplectic form is always anti-symmetric and if char(A;) ^ 2, then any anti
symmetric bilinear form is symplectic. 

For an automorphism a of A:, a map g :V —^V is called a-linear if g{u + 
v) = g(u) -i-g{v) and g{Xv) = a(X)g{v) for all u,v eV and for all X e k, A 
map h:V -^V is called a semilinear transformation if it is f;,-linear for some 
th G Aut{k), The group of all semilinear transformations is denoted by TL{V). 

Let ^ be a nondegenerate symplectic form and let ^ be a a-linear transfor
mation on V. Then Sp(y,^), GSp(y,Z7) and TSp{V^b), which are the groups of 
all Z?-isometries, ^-similarities and Z?-semisimilarities, respectively, are defined 
as follows: 

g e Sp{V,b) if and only if b{g{u),g{v)) = b{u,v)\ 
g € GSp{V,b) if there exists X ek such that b{g{u),g{v)) = Xb{u,v); 
g e rSp{V,b) if there exists X ek such that b{g{u),g{v)) = Xa{b{u,v)). 
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Some basic properties of Sp(y,^), GSp{V,b) and rSp{V,b) which can be 
found in [Tay] are as follows: 

(1.3). Let Z? be a nondegenerate symplectic form on an n-dimensional vector 
space V over a finite field k = GF{q). Then 

(1.3.1) There exists a basis {^i, 2̂? • • • > ̂ m? / i 5 /2? • • • j /m} of V̂  such that 

K^h^j) = KfiJj) = 0 andb{eijj) = Stj 

foraWiJe { l ,2 , . . . ,m}. 

(1.3.2) n = 2m is even. 
(133) Sp{V,b) =:rSp{V,b)nSL{V) 3indGSp{V,b)=rSp{V,b)nGL{V). 
(1.3.4) If n = 2, Sp{V,b) « SL{V). 

(13,5)\Sp{V,b)\=g^'U{q^'-l), 
(1.3.6) When char(^) = p and q = p^ v/c have: 

\GSpiV,b):Sp{V,b)\ = n = ^ - l , 
\rSp{V,b):GSp{V,b)\ = \Aut{k)\=f. 

By (1.2.1), we see that if 

m m m m 

then 

Therefore, when we consider the symplectic groups in general, we can write 
Sp(n,q), GSp{n,q) and TSp{n,q) in place of 5p(y,fc), GSp{V,b) and r5p(y,Z7), 
respectively. 

2. Orbit Counting 
Let G be a finite group acting on a finite set Z. Recall that for any xeX, the 

G-stabilizer and the G-orbit of jc are defined by putting Gx = {g^G: g{x) = x} 
and orbG(ji:) = {y e X : g{x) = yfor some g eG}, respectively. Also an orbit 
of G onX is a subset 7 of Z such that Y = orbcix) for somexeX and the set 
of all orbits of G on X is denoted by orbsetG(X). The size of the orbit and the 
size of the stabilizer are related by the following well-known lemma. 

Lemma 2.1 (Orbit-Stabilizer Lemma). For any xeX we have \orbG{x)\ = 
\G\/\GA. 

The idea of the G-stabilizer can be generalized by defining the G-stabilizer 
of a subset F of X as Gy = {g G G : g{Y) = Y}, this is also called the setwise 
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G-stabilizer of F. Then we can define the pointwise G-stabilizer of 7 as G^y] — 
{geG\ g{y) = yfor all j G F}. In the case Gy = G, we say G stabilizes Y or 
Y is G-invariant. It is easy to see that this is the case if and only if 7 is a union 
of some G-orbits on X. 

Note that, for any prime /?, |X|^ denotes the highest power p^ of p which 
divides \X\, Also note that a p-group is a finite group whose order is a power 
of p, and that a Sylow p-subgroup of G is a p-subgroup P of G such that 
|p|^ = \G\p. Letting Sylp(G) denote the set of all Sylow p-subgroups of G, we 
get the following consequence (2.2) of (2.1). 

Lemma 2.2 ( Sylow Transitivity Lemma). IfP e Sylp (G) then for every xeX 
we have \orbp{x)\p > \orbG{x)\py and, in particular, ifY is any orbit ofG on X 
such that \Y\ is a power of p then P is transitive on Y. 

3. Orbitals 
Let G be a finite group acting on a nonempty finite set Z. Then G acts 

on X XX componentwise; i.e. for all (pd^x!') e X xX and g G G, we have 
g ( ( y y ) ) = U(^0»^(-^0)- The orbits of G on X x X are called orbitals of G 
onX. Forany y C Z xX andy G X , wedefiney(y) = {xf'eX: {x!,x!') e Y}. 

Lemma 3.1. IfG is a finite group acting on a nonempty finite setX, then for 
any orbital YofG and for any XEX satisfying Y(x) ^ 0, we have: 

(3,LI). Y{x) is an orbit of Gx on X, 
(3.1.2). giY{x))=Yig{x)). 

Now assume that the action of G on Z is transitive and that F is an orbital 
of G on X. Then for any x^y € X, there exists g eG such that g{x) = y and it 
induces a bijection Y{x) —> Y{y). This shows that Y{x) = Y{y) for all x,y e X. 
If Z is another orbital of G on X, then Z{x) D Y{x) = 0 and so there exists a 
bijection between the orbits of Gx and the orbitals of G on Z. This proves the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 3.2. Let G be a finite group acting transitively on a nonempty finite 
setX and let Y be an orbital ofG on X. Then for any xeX,we have: 

(3.2.1) \Y{x)\ = \Y\/\X\ 
(3.2.2) \orbsetG{XxX)\ = \orbsetG,{X)\ 

When the action of G on Z is transitive, the number of orbitals of G on 
Z is called the rank (or, permutation rank) of G on Z, and we denote it by 
RankG(Z). By (3.2.2), this number is equal to the number of orbits of Gx on 
Z, for any jc G Z. The subdegrees of G on Z are the sizes of the orbits of Gx on 
Z, which are independent ofx by (3.2.1). 

Lemma 3.3. If for an orbital Y of a finite group G acting transitively on a 
nonempty finite set Z, and for some x^X, the size of the orbit Y(x) of Gx on 
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X is different from the size of every other orbit ofGx on X, then (jc,j) GY <=^ 
(y, jc) G Y; or, equivalently y eY{x)^xe Y{y). 

Proof Assume that |F(jc)| ^ \Z{x)\ for any other orbital Z of G on X. Then 
\Y\ ^ \Z\ for any Z G orbsetoiX xX)\ {Y}. Therefore {x,y) eY if and only if 
{y,x) £ Y, since Y = orbodx^y)) and \orbG{{x,y))\ = \orbG{{y,x))l D 

4. Flags and Antiflags 
Let V be an ^-dimensional vector space over a field k with n>2. A full 

flag in y is a sequence of subspaces Vi C V2 C • • • C y« where dim^V/ = /. A 
projective full flag in ^{V) is a sequence of subspaces ^{Vi) C ^{Vi) C 
• • • C .^(V;,) where Vi C V2 C • • • C y„ is a full flag in V. The projective 
sizes of yi ,V2\Vi, . . . ,V;\y„_i are the sizes of .^(Vi), .^(V2)\ .^(Vi), . . . , 
.^(y„) \ .^(y„_i). An antiflag in V is a pair {U,IJ^) such that 6̂  is a 1-space 
and U' is a hyperplane of .^(V) and f/ ^ 17'. Similarly, an antiflag in ^{y) is 
a pair (jc, / /) such that / / is a hyperplane and jc is a point of .^(V) and x^H. 

Let UL(n,^) be the set of all w x n uniuppertriangular matrices (i.e., upper-
triangular matrices with 1 everywhere on the diagonal) with entries in GF(^) 
where ^ is a power of a prime number/7. Since \GL{n^q)\ ̂ ^^"'"^^/^nLiC^^" 
1) and |C/L(/2,^)| =^(«-i)/2, we have \UL{n,q)\ = \GL{n,q)\p and this proves: 

Lemma 4.1 (Sylow Subgroup Lemma ). UL{n^q) is a Sylow p-subroup of 
GL{n,q), 

Letting e\, ^2?• • •, /̂i be the unit vectors in G¥{qY and Li be the subspace 
generated by eu ^2,.--» eu we see that orbuL(n,q){{ei)) = ^ (L / ) \ ^ (L /_ i ) . 
Therefore, the orbits of UL(n,^) in ^{V) are ^{U), 3^{Li) \ ^ ( L i ) , . . . , 
^ ( L „ ) \ ^ ( L „ _ i ) . 

Lemma 4.2 (Flag Stabilization Lemma). The orbits of any P G Sylp (rL(n, q)) 
in ^(n—l^q) are the complements of a projective full flag, and hence the 
largest orbit of P has size ^ ~ ^ and it is the complement of a unique hyper
plane in ^(n—l,q). 

Proof By Sylow's Theorem, there exists a Sylow /7-subgroup P' of rL(n, q) 
such that UL{n, q) < P', Then each orbit of P' is a disjoint union of some orbits 
ofUL(n,^).LetQ = ^ (L , -0 \^ (L , - ,_ i )U^(L ,0 \^ (L , -2 - i )U. . .U^(L/ . ) \ 
<^(L/._i) be an orbit of P' in ^{v) (here, we can define ^ ( l o ) = 0), then 
\Q\ =^'*~^-l-^'2-i_| \-q^i~^ which is a p-power if and only if 7 = L Since 
P' is a p-group, |Q| is a p-power and so j = L This implies that Q = «0 (̂L/j) \ 
«0^(L/i_i); i.e. fl is an orbit of UL(AI,^) in ^{y). Hence the orbits of P' are 
the complements of the projective full flag ^{L\) C ^{Li) C • • • C ^(L„) . 
By Sylow's Theorem, any P e Sylp{TL{n^q)) is a conjugate of P' and so the 
theorem follows. D 
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As applications of Lemmas (2.2), (3.1), (3.3), and (4.2), we shall now prove 
the following two Lenmias (4.3) and (4.4). 

Lemma 4.3 ( Hyperplanarity Lemma ). Let k be the finite field GF{q) of 
order q and let G < TL(y) be transitive on ^{V). Assume that n > 2 and 
G has an orbital A on ^{V) such that for x G ^{V) we have |A(jc)| = q^~^. 
Then A(jc) is the complement of a unique hyperplane in ^ ( V ) , i.e., A(jc) = 
^iy) \ ^{H{x))for a unique hyperplane H(x) in V. 

Let jc be a point in ^ ( V ) and let P' be a Sylow p-subgroup of Gx\ then, 
by Lemma (2.2), P' is transitive on A(jc). By Sylow's Theorem, there exists 
P e Sylp{rL{V)) such that P' < P. It follows that P has an orbit in ^{V) con
taining A(jc). On the other hand. Lemma (4.2) shows that the largest orbit of P 
is the complement of a unique hyperplane H{x) and its size is q^~^. Therefore, 
we have A{x) = ^{V) \ 3^{H{x)). 

Lemma 4.4 (Supplementary Hyperplanarity Lemma). In the situation of 
(4.3) assume that Rankci^iV)) = 3. Then: _ 
_ (4.4.1) If we let H{x) = ^{H(x)\ thenjor any g e G we have g{H{x)) = 
H(g(x)), or equivalently g(H{g~^(x))) = H{x), 

(4.4.2) X H-̂  H{x) gives a bijection Xi -^ Xn-h 
(4.4.3) For any y e ^(V) and ze ^(V) with y^x and zCx-{-y,we have 

H{x)nH{y)cH{z). 

Let r be the orbital of G on ^{V) different from {{y,y) : y e ^{V)} and 
A. It follows from the previous lenmia that H{x) = {x} U T{x). Then we have 
g(H{x)) = H{g{x)\ since by (3.L2), g{T{x)) = T{g{x)). 

To prove the second part, assume the contrary that there exists y 7̂  x in 
^(y) satisfying ^(jc) = H{y). This unplies that y e r(jc) and IIig{y)) = 
g{H{y)) = H{x) for all g e G^', i.e. H{z) = H{x) for all z e r{x). Since 
G is transitive on ^{V), this should hold for every point in .^(V): / G 
^(V) ^H{z') = Hipd) for all z! G H{x!). But then it follows that x! ^ H{x) =^ 
^(jc) r\H{x') = 0 which cannot happen, since in ^{V) with n> 2 any two 
hyperplanes meet. 

It only remains to show that zCx-hy => H{x)nH{y) cH{z). By Lenmia 
(3.3), we know that s G F(r) ^re H{s). Therefore 

w G II (x) n F(y) ^ w G_F(jc) and w G_F(y) 
=^ xe II{w) and y GII (w) 
=> x-\-yClI{w) 
=^ zeII{w)forallzCx-\-y 
^ w e H{z) for all z C x-hy 

and hence 

zCx-\-y => weH{z)forallweII{x)r\II{y) 
=> H{x)nH{y)cH{z). 
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5. Correlations 
Let V and V' be n-dimensional vector spaces over fields k and k^ respec

tively. By a coUineation v : ^{V)-^ ^iy) we mean a bijection which sends 
lines in <^(y) to lines in <^(y'). For an isomorphism a : A; —> ^̂ , by a <7-
linear transformation V ^ V' we mean an additive isomorphism such that for 
all A e A; and v e V we have ju(Av) = (T(A)JU(V), and we note that then \i in
duces the coUineation \i': «^(y) —> ^ ( V ' ) which, for every 0 7̂  v G V, sends 
kv to kfix{v). The Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry (see Theorem 
3.1 on page 14 of [Tay]) says that conversely, for n>2, given any coUineation 
V : ^{V) —> <^(y') there exists an isomorphism a : k -^ kf and a a-linear 
bijection ^ : V ^ V' such that V = jU'; moreover, v determines o and it de
termines jU up to multiplication by a nonzero element of ^'j i.e., if there exists 
any other such then for some 0^ K ekf v/e have ju(v) = K:JU(V) for all v G V. 
In particular, for n > 2, by taking kf = k andV^ = V it follows that PrL(y) 
is (= is naturally isomorphic to) the group of all collineations of <^(V), i.e., 
collineations of ^{V) onto itself. 

Now suppose that k! = k and V' = the dual of V which consists of all k-
linear maps V -^ k. By a correlation of ^{V) we mean a coUineation v : 
^{V) -^ «0^(y'). Applying the above Theorem to such v we find a unique 
G e Aut(k) together with a cr-linear bijection jiiV -^V\ which is determined 
upto multiplication in k^, such that V = ii\ Let b :V xV -^ kbo defined by 
b{v,w) = ju(w)(v). Then the a-linearity of jU implies the a-sesquilinearity of 
b which means that b is ^-linear in v, additive in w, and for ail a e k we have 
b{v, aw) = a{a)b{v,w). Also the bijectivity offi implies the nondegeneracy of 
b which means that b{v, w) = Ofor allweV =^v = 0 and Z?(v, w) = Ofor all v G 
V =^w = 0. Consequently (cf. page 52 of [Tay]), for any subspace W of V, 
upon letting W^'' = {v eV : b{v,w) = Ofor all w G W}, we see that W^^ is 
a subspace of V with J/m^W -̂̂ * = n — dimk{W), and hence upon letting V̂ ^ = 
{v' G y : v'(v) = 0/(?r a// v G H }̂ we see that. (W-̂ )̂̂  is a subspace of V with 
J/mjt(W-^*)'' = dimk(W). In particular, for every x G <^(y) we have (jc-̂ )̂̂  = 
v(jc) G ̂ (V^). The general fact that v determines jU upto multiplication, says 
that if Z?': y X y —> ^ is any cr-sesquilinear form such that x-̂ ^ = x^^f for all 
X G ̂ {V) then there exists a G A:̂  such that b\v,w) — ab{v^w) for all v,w in 
y. Thus we have the following: 

Lemma 5.1 (Correlation Lemma). Let V be an n-dimensional vector space 
over afield k with n>2, and let V be a correlation of^{V). Then there exists 
G G Aut{k) together with a nondegenerate G-sesquilinear form b\V xV ^^k 
such that v(x) = {x^^)^ for all x e ^{V). Moreover, ifb' :V xV -^k is any G-
sesquilinear form such that v{x) = (x^b')^for allx G ̂ {V), then there exists 
a ek^ such that b\v,w) = ab{v,w)for all v,w in V. 
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Concerning a a-sesquilinear form b\V xV -^k, where V is an n-dimensional 
vector space over a field k and a G Aut{k), note that: (i) if h is antisymmetric 
and b{v^w) ̂  0 for some v,w in V (which is certainly the case if h is non-
degenerate), then for all a e A: we have ab(y^w) — h{av^w) = -^(w,av) = 
—ju(a)fo(w,v) = ju(a)fo(v,w) and dividing the extremities by fo(v,>v) we get 
a — n{(x), and hence jU is identity and so b is bilinear; and (ii) the form b is 
alternating <=> jc C x-^^ for allxG ^{V); and hence (iii) if the form b is non-
degenerate and for all x G ̂ {V) we have x C x^^, then n is even and b is a. 
nondegenerate symplectic form on V. 

Thus we conclude with the: 

Lemma 5.2 (Sesquilinearity Lemma). For a a-sesquilinear form b:VxV -^ 
k, where V is an n-dimensional vector space over afield k and G G Aut{k)y we 
have the following, 

(5.2.1) If the form b is nondegenerate and antisymmetric then b is bilinear 
(5.2.2) The form b is alternating 4^xCx-^^ for all x G ^{V), 
(5.2.3) If the form b is nondegenerate and for all x G ^(V) we have x C JC-̂ *, 

then n is even and b is a nondegenerate symplectic form on V, 

Given a nondegenerate symplectic form b on an n-dimensional vector space 
V over a field k, and given any jc, j in .^ (V), we write xLtyoxx^by according 
as ̂ (v, w) = 0 or ̂ (v, w)-=^0 for some (and hence all) v, w in V \ {0} with (v) = x 
and (w) = y. For any subspace U of V, by bu we denote the restriction of b 
to U (i.e., to C/ X U)\ we call U degenerate or nondegenerate (relative to b) 
according as bu is degenerate or nondegenerate. In case of ^ = GF{q) we have 
the following: 

Symplectic Rank Three Property (5.3) Let Sp{V, b)<G< TSpiy, b) where 
b is a nondegenerate symplectic form on an n-dimensional vector space V over 
k = GF{q) with n = 2m>4. Then for any x G ̂ ( V ) , the orbits ofGx on ^{V) 
are 

{x}, {y € ^(V) \{x}:xlby}, {y € ^{V):x U3'}, 

and these have sizes 1, q + q^-\ h ̂ ^ " ^ and q^^~^ respectively. 
For G = Sp{V,b) this is well-known. The other cases follow by noting that 

the three displayed subsets of ^{V) are clearly stabilized by rSp{V,b)x^ 
As a sharpening of (5.3) we have the following: 

Lemma 5.3 (Symplectic Rank Three Lemma). Let G < rSp(V,b) be tran
sitive Rank 3 on ^{V) where b is a nondegenerate symplectic form on an 
n-dimensional vector space V over k = GF{q) with n = 2m>4. Then we have 
the following, 

(5,4,1) For any x G ^{V), the orbits ofGx on ^{V) are 

W , {y e^{V)\{x} : X ± t y h {ye^{V):xU j } , 
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and these have sizes 1, ^ -h ̂ ^ H h c^~^ and q^~^ respectively. 
(5.4.2) G is transitive on nondegenerate 1-spaces U, and for any such space, 

Gu is 2-transitive on ^{U). 
(5.4.3) G is transitive on degenerate 2-spaces U, and for any such space, 

Gu is 2-transitive on ^{U). 
(5.4.4) G is antiflag transitive. 

Proof For any x e ^{V), the orbits of rSp{V,b)jc on ^{V) are unions of 
those of Gx, so the first part follows from (5.3). Any nondegenerate 2-space 
containing x G ̂ {V) is generated by x and y G ̂ {V), where x / ^ y, but G is 
transitive on ^{V), and, Gx is transitive on the set of j G ^(V) with x / ^ y, so 
G is transitive on nondegenerate 2-spaces. Let (7 be a nondegenerate 2-space 
and letx.y.x'.y' G ^{U) w i thx^y and^ ^y'. Thereforex^^y andx! / ^ / . 
Since G is transitive on ^(V), there exists geG taking y to jc and / to y", 
say, with x / ^ / ' . Now Gx is transitive on ^{V) \ JC-̂ *, SO there exists heGx 
taking / ' to y. Therefore hg takes {x'^y') to (JC, j ) , so hg G G[/ and hence Gu is 
2-transitive on ^{U), completing the proof of the second part. Any degenerate 
2-space containing x G ̂ {V) is generated by x and y G .^(V), where x _L̂  j , 
but G is transitive on .^(V), and, Gx is transitive on the set of y G ̂ {V) \ {x} 
with X ±b J» so G is transitive on degenerate 2-spaces. Let f/ be a degenerate 
2-space and let jc,y,JI/,/ G ^(U) with JC 7̂  y and ^ ^ y'. Therefore x ±^ y and 
y J_̂  y'. Since G is transitive on «^(V), there exists g^G taking V to :̂  and 
y' to y", say, with x ±^ y". Now Gĵ  is transitive on x^^ \ {JC}, SO there exists 
h e Gx taking y'' to y. Therefore hg takes (ji/,y') to (jc,y), so hg G Gt/ and 
hence Gu is 2-transitive on ^{U), completing the proof of the third part. Any 
antiflag (x^H) is of the form {x,y^^) for somey G ^{V) and the condition that 
xc^H'is equivalent to x / ^ y. But Gx is transitive on the set of such y and G is 
transitive on ^{V), so G is transitive on antiflags. D 

As a further partial sharpening of (5.3) we have the following: 

Lemma 5.4 (Vectorial Rank Three Lemma). Let G < TL(y) be transitive 
Rank 3 on ^{V) with subdegrees 1, q-{-q^ -] h (f~^ and q^~^y where V be 
an n-dimensional vector space over k = GF{q) with n>2. Then n is even and 
G < rSp{V,b)for a nondegenerate symplectic form b on V. 

Proof. To see this, let T and A be the orbitals of G on «^ (y) such that for every 
X G ̂ {V) the sizes of r{x) and A(x) aieq-\-q^-\ h q^~^ and q^~^ respec
tively. By the Hyperplanarity Lemma (4.3) we see that for each x G ^{V) there 
is a unique hyperplane H{x) in V such that ^{H{x)) = {JC} U r(x), and by the 
Supplementary Hyperplanarity Lemma (4.4) we see gives a 
correlation v of ^{V). By the Correlation Lemma (5.1) and the Sesquilinear-
ity Lenmia (5.2), n is even and there exists a nondegenerate symplectic form b 
on V such that H{x) = jc-̂ * for all x G ^{V). Given any g eG, associated with 
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a e Aut{k) define b':VxV^kby putting b\v,w) = o{b{g-^ (v),g~^ (w))) for 
all V, w in y. Then b^ is obviously a nondegenerate symplectic form on V such 
that for all xe^{V) we have ^{x-^i^) = g{^{H{g-\x)))), and hence by the 
Supplementary Hyperplanarity Lemma (4.4) we get jc-̂ ^ = JC-̂ *. Therefore by 
the Correlation Lemma (5.1) there exists a ek^ such that b\v^w) = ab(y,w) 
for all v,w in V; i.e. b{g~^(v),g~^(w)) = a~^{ab{v^w)). Consequently g e 
rSp{V,b). D 

6. Preparation for Symplectic Rank Three 
Theorem 

In this section we shall make some preparation for proving Theorem (1.2). 

Lemma 6.1. Let g be an element ofSL{2,q) and let CQ and Cs be the con-
jugacy classes of g in GL{2,q) and SL(2,q), respectively. Suppose also that 
CG 7̂  Q- Then q is odd and g has a repeated eigenvalue £ = ±1 with a \-
dimensional eigenspace. Moreover Co is the union of two SL{2^q)-conjugacy 
classes with representatives 

(J l)««^e(i t) 
where X is a non-square in GF{q). 

Proof Let g be an element of SL(2,^) and let CG and Q be the conjugacy 
classes oi g in GL(2,^) and SL(2,^), respectively. Let m{t) be the minimal 
polynomial of g over F = GF{q). The scalar case is trivial, therefore we shall 
assume that g'j^Xl for any A G F^, where / is the identity element in GL(2, q). 
When q is even, every element in F^ has a square root. It follows that for any 
h e GL(2,q), letting h' = —r=nK we get h~^gh = h'~^gh', where D is the 

y/D(h) 

determinant map. This shows that CG = Cs when q is even. So we shall further 
assume that q is odd. 

First we shall show that CG = Cs when g does not have any eigenvalues in 
F. So suppose that m{t) is an irreducible polynomial of degree 2 and that g 
is equal to (? ^^) for some A G F. Every element of GL(2,^) centralizing g, 
also centralizes the multiplicative group ¥[g]^ of the field ¥[g]. It follows that 
CGL{2 q)(^)» the centralizer of g in GL(2, q), is equal to F[g] ̂  and therefore we 
have \CG\ = \GL{2,g): CGLUMI - q(q- 1)-

Now consider the determinant map D:¥[g]^ -^ F^ :xI-\-yg\-^ x^ -\-xyX + 
/ = (;c+ ( | ) j )^ + {l-^)y^ for all x,ye¥ satisfying (jc, j ) ^ (0,0), where / 
is the identity element in GL(2, q). Let F^^ denote the subgroup {a^: a G F^ } 
of F^. Then the order of F^^ is {q - l) /2, when q is odd. For any V G F^, the 
sets {(jc+ (|)y)^ : x,y G F} and {v - (1 - ^ ) / :ye¥} have order (^+1)/2 
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